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‘Hoffa’ Temple. Rider has reportedly returned the Ark of the Covenant, housed the original Ten Commandments, was uncovered four feet beneath where it was found.

President of Rider in the 70s, Hoffa and Frank Elliot, revealed a connection between Hoffa and the Covenant, the mythic box said to have been involved in some controversial videos. The film reel was located in a safe that was confiscated by men in big black vans before they could be viewed.

Further probing revealed more amazing discoveries as the Ark of the Covenant, the mythic box said to have been involved in some controversial videos. The film reel was located in a safe that was confiscated by men in big black vans before they could be viewed.

After the discovery broke worldwide, Israel declared war on Rider this morning. On a side note, Rider Security put 17 parking tickets on the Ark while it was temporarily rested in the Chapel. Security encourages anyone with information to call in their personal opinions to the mystery around the towers.

“Two scenarios are possible to explain the towers,” said Dr. Jimmy Conway. “Either they are a relic of some alternate dimension that has somehow poked its way into our reality, or they are part of a larger structure and the entire campus is built over a buried UFO.” The investigation will continue.

Further reexamination of Rider’s overall electrical system. Officials were drained the lake to access power conduits that work for years.

“Two scenarios are possible to explain the towers,” said Dr. Jimmy Conway. “Either they are a relic of some alternate dimension that has somehow poked its way into our reality, or they are part of a larger structure and the entire campus is built over a buried UFO.” The investigation will continue.

“Finders keepers,” said PSE&G spokesperson Dwight Renfield. "The lines were taken out of service in the mid-fifties. In fact, the towers that are there now were not even placed there by the township. We ran some tests on the metal of the towers and we can’t tell what they’re made of.”

Some experts have lent their personal opinions to the mystery around the towers. "Two scenarios are possible to explain the towers,” said Dr. Jimmy Conway. “Either they are a relic of some alternate dimension that has somehow poked its way into our reality, or they are part of a larger structure and the entire campus is built over a buried UFO.” The investigation will continue.

The coolest security brief ever

Se potete leggere quest, parlare italiano, Buon per voi! Tre genti che scrive per il nostro giornale li parlate italiano. Buon per loro.

Silly Rabbit

A tall white rabbit was seen stealing a bowl of cereal from Daly’s Dining Hall on Monday, March 22. Upon his exiting the rabbit was attacked by a group of kids. He is reported that the student was stabbed 23 times in the leg.

The investigation will continue. A resident student was stabbed 23 times in the leg by a member of the faculty on Tuesday, March 23. It is reported that the student was stabbed in a tank of salt and left in a room with a rabid doberman before being released into Switlik Residence Hall. Lawrence Police assistance was offered and declined, Security is still investigating.

He’s a madman, that guy.

Dr. Thomas Simonsen was seen stealing a silver 1967 Shelby 500 GT convertible out of the resident lot late last night. The professor was picked up by lot security cameras as he flipped them the bird and drove off. He was spotted in Pennsylvania wearing pajamas and pink bunny slippers, verbally abusing a 7-Eleven clerk. A warrant has been issued for his arrest.

The coolest security brief ever

Se potete leggere quest, parlare italiano, Buon per voi! Tre genti che scrive per il nostro giornale li parlate italiano. Buon per loro.

Silly Rabbit

A tall white rabbit was seen stealing a bowl of cereal from Daly’s Dining Hall on Monday, March 22. Upon his exiting the rabbit was attacked by a group of kids who put a gun to his head and proceeded to eat the cereal while the rabbit whimpered and cried. Then they shot him. In the head. There were no witnesses.

Please Help Us

A string of burlaries took place in Olson residence hall this week. The suspect is 5’9” with dark hair, a tattoo of a turtle on his face and his name is Travis Fritz. Security encourages anyone with information to call in at x.5029, but admits it can do nothing.

This Space Is Blank For Reasons That We Are Unable To Disclose At This Time. Blame Mel Gibson.

This is also Page 2, go figure

GOT PRIDE?

Don’t miss out on your opportunity to be a part of a Rider University Senior Class Tradition!

Participate and show your pride.

Ask a friend or relative to make a gift in your honor...

All donors and honorees will be recognized in the commencement booklet and the annual donor report in addition to being invited to a special event celebrating this historical event!

Contact Amy Turner in the Office of Annual Giving at (609) 896-5273 or aturner@rider.edu to find out how to give. Do it today!

In order to be recognized in the Commencement booklet, your gift must be received before April 16, 2004.
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